
HOW TO WRITE A TRAVEL GUIDEBOOK

How to write travel guides â€“ 10 essential skills for success â€œIf you're writing a city guide, you can build those things
up over time and you can.

The clock is always ticking. In addition to researching and writing, I also took on freelance proofreading for
other local publishers in Scotland where I was based , before deciding after a couple of years to approach
directly some of the big travel publishers in London. Writing for us Writing for us Do you think you could
become the next Bradt author? Think again. Full proposals should include an introduction, author credentials,
competition analysis, outline, marketing plan, detailed manuscript description. You should demonstrate to us a
genuine interest in a destination â€” certainly through personal experience of travel in that country and ideally
also through related travel elsewhere. And certainly, if the website featuring your trip around the world is
garnering multiple hits and queries from strangers, that may be the catalyst for your new book. Live a little!
Email: editorial at blueguides dot com. Moon Living Abroad covers how to live in a particular country. The
author never set out to be a writer, but came to the field because he found a void that needed to be filled. On
the other hand, plenty of people make a very decent living by creating a series or combining their guidebook
writing with magazine and newspaper work. If you are planning to send out proposals to a publisher you have
a few more steps to take. What started out as a hobby was soon becoming too timeconsuming and expensive,
yet its popularity was unquestioned. Residents of the state or city highly preferred, and any author must be
very familiar with the place before pitching. The early books catered to young people from Australia and
Europe who followed the overland route between those two points via South-East Asia, the Indian
subcontinent and the Middle East. Written with style and full of strong opinions, it sold well enough in
Australia that it allowed the couple to expand it into South-East Asia on a Shoestring. Local guides are often
found in neighborhood shops, while outdoor activity titles thrive at outfitter stores. This is the time to make
contacts! This sort of networking will help you meet locals who can point the way to other attractions you
might have missed and teach you about the culture. Specific regional experience and experience with budget
travel with Lonely Planet titles a must. While most authors hang onto their titles like treasured children,
openings to update existing guidebooks do appear.


